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This approach takes into account social, 
political, cultural and environmental con-
cerns from community members towards 
a sustainable technological solution.

THE CHALLEN!E
Who Can Be En!ineers?
Inequities in opportunities to learn and become in 
engineering, especially for youth from minoritized 
communities, are enduring and systemic. Recent 
studies in pK–12 engineering education shed light 
on how structural and curricular inequalities shape 
opportunities for learning and becoming. How students 
experience engineering, through curriculum, pedagogy 
and classroom interactions, all shape opportunities 
for identity development. Young people are capable 
of making sense of the ethical responsibilities of caring 
for communities and the environment as a part of 
engineering design. For example, students’ design 
can take into account the needs, experiences and 
well-being of their school community members as well 
as its potential impact and health of the school envi-
ronment. Despite attention to the social dimensions 
of learning integrated in classrooms, there is a lack of 
agreement in the ! eld on how to authentically incorpo-
rate the diversity of student experiences and ways of 
knowing in engineering design challenges and learning. 
" is is especially obvious when those experiences 
and ways of knowing have a less direct connection 
to the technical dimensions of engineering.

OUR RESPONSE
" e EfSC Teachin! Framewor#
As a team of engineers, teachers and educational researchers, we 
developed a framework to support middle school teachers and stu-
dents in centering community and environmental considerations 
as they learn about and engage in the practices of engineering for 
sustainable communities. " is approach takes into account social, 
political, cultural and environmental concerns from community mem-
bers towards a sustainable technological solution. An important part 
of engineering education is to engage learners in understanding the 
importance of both the community and the environment in engineer-
ing design, and the engineer’s responsibility in the process. We refer 
to this as Engineering for Sustainable Communities, or EfSC.

1 Uses Community Members’ Ideas in Engineering!Working 
alongside community members to improve the daily lives of people 

they know, students learn about the importance of community input 
about the problems a# ecting them, and community suggestions 
for possible solutions. " roughout the engineering design process, 
students elicit multiple community perspectives about the prob-
lems they de! ned, their proposed solutions, and multiple design 
interactions/prototypes.

2 Helps the Community Solve " eir Problems with Engineering!
Helping their community solve their problems, students learn 

and experience how all community members have the right and the 
responsibility to contribute to de! ning problems and designing solu-
tions. Community members are treated more justly, and collectively 
design solutions that work towards improving the community. ——# 

TEACHING 
FRAMEWORK:
A JUSTICE-ORIENTED
APPROACH
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3 Cares about the Environment!Caring about the environment 
involves designing solutions while minimizing impact to the 

environment, or helping to improve the environment. " is can mean 
maximizing materials already available in classrooms and commu-
nities, using renewable resources (such as cardboard from delivered 
boxes or old school projects), supporting renewable energy sources, 
and building projects that can be repaired and that last.

4 Designs Solutions for Now and in the Future!Balancing trade-
o# s equitably among environmental and social e# ects of designs 

is a design process that values increasing community  members’ 
well-being and the development of involved people and communi-
ties. " e involvement of relevant perspectives in both engineering 
and local communities (e.g., parents, teachers, engineering experts, 
etc.) and evaluating the degree of their impact in the design process, 
helps to maintain the balance of perspective in this process.

WHY IT MATTERS 
Brid!in! En!ineerin! and Communities
By integrating technical and social dimensions of problems and solu-
tions to the process of localizing engineering design, teachers can 
support students in seeing themselves as welcome and able to use 
engineering to support their community. Furthermore, to align with 
the call of NGSS to de! ne problems more precisely, to conduct more 
thorough processes of choosing the best solution, and to optimize 
the ! nal design, the EfSC principles recognize the active role school 
community members can play in engineering design. As students 
engage fully in the engineering design cycle, they are supported in 
doing in so in ways that are meaningful to the discipline as well to 
their communities. 
" ese EfSC principles support teachers in teaching engineering 

practices in ways that value the experiences and inputs of community 
members. " ey help teachers navigate from a disciplinary core idea 
(e.g., energy transformations) to a problem space where students can 
de! ne a problem worth solving and in developing realistic and test-
able designs based upon current knowledge, empirical investigation 
of technical and social dimensions, and operational constraints and 
speci! cations (e.g., What, powered by alternative energy, can I build 
to alert my teacher/peers I need help?). We want students to be able 
to say, “I can solve this problem collaboratively here in my community, 
right now, using what I know and what I have” rather than waiting 
to only use their $%&' expertise in long-term future career goals.

We want the kindergarteners 
who walk down our hall to 
know that we, sixth graders, 
care about them . . . They will 
see these ‘helping hands’ and 
know. Their eyes will pop when 
the hands light up, and they will 
know that they can do STEM 
work when they are in sixth 
grade, too. 
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